Nowadays are Taxes a
Introduction
Tax can be defined as compulsory, non-returnable, law intended Payment to Public Budget. It is non-purpose and non-equivalent Payment. Tax is regularly repeated at Time Intervals, or is irregular and is payable in certain Circumstances. 1 At present, Taxes as Income of the State or other Local Budgets, have Irreplaceable Role in the financing of Public Goals.The right to collect Taxes was Sovereign Right of each Country in the distant past, and nowadays it is seen as one of the Symbols of National Sovereignty. 2 Taxation has existed since the Birth of early Civilisations, and it could be said that it is Part of the Price to be paid for Living in an organised Society. However, Taxation is not just a Mean of transferring Money to the Government, to spend it as it thinks fit. It also has a tendency to reflect prevailing Social Values and Priorities. In this Respect it could be argued that a System of Taxation is a Socioeconomic Model, representing Society`s Social, political and economic Needs at any Time; Changes in these Need to be often reflected by Changes to the System of Taxation. The affecting economic Growth effects of Tax System arise from the Fact, that Tax Liability is distracting the Decisions of Taxpayers. 4 By reducing the Taxes on the Benefits of certain economic Activities, may be less than optimal Labour Supply and Labour Demand, Investment or Consumption, and therefore fewer will be the Total Amount of produced Goods and Services. 5 The Literature is dealing with Public Finance and Taxation System in the strict Sense, essentially described in a similar manner as the Tax System. The Differences are up to the Sequence in thinner or wider Interpretation of the Term. 6 Tax System should have five Basic Attributes: the Tax System should be economically effective, simple and low-cost, flexible, adapted to the Size of socially acceptable Public Expenditure and fair. We failed to obtain more analytical Data on these Taxes, therefore we assessed them only in Synthetic Level.
Results and discussion
The Tax Burden is one of the Factors, which are influencing the Economy of Business Entities. It is very important to pay Attention to it therefore. 
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We can see significant Difference in the Amount of used Assets between Agricultural-and Food Producing Companies in Table 1 and Figure 1 . Table 3 . Our Attention is given to Item "taxes and fees" of Income Statement in the Last
Step. We assess it in Synthetic Level in similar manner as at Corporate Income Tax. 
